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Identity-Specific Reward Representations in Orbitofrontal
Cortex Are Modulated by Selective Devaluation
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Goal-directed behavior is sensitive to the current value of expected outcomes. This requires independent representations of specific
rewards, which have been linked to orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) function. However, the mechanisms by which the human brain updates
specific goals on the fly, and translates those updates into choices, have remained unknown. Here we implemented selective devaluation
of appetizing food odors in combination with pattern-based neuroimaging and a decision-making task. We found that in a hungry state,
participants chose to smell high-intensity versions of two value-matched food odor rewards. After eating a meal corresponding to one of
the two odors, participants switched choices toward the low intensity of the sated odor but continued to choose the high intensity of the
nonsated odor. This sensory-specific behavioral effect was mirrored by pattern-based changes in fMRI signal in lateral posterior OFC,
where specific reward identity representations were altered after the meal for the sated food odor but retained for the nonsated counter-
part. In addition, changes in functional connectivity between the OFC and general value coding in ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) predicted individual differences in satiety-related choice behavior. These findings demonstrate how flexible representations of
specific rewards in the OFC are updated by devaluation, and how functional connections to vmPFC reflect the current value of outcomes
and guide goal-directed behavior.
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Introduction
A central function of the brain is to direct behavior toward essen-
tial rewards, such as food, shelter, and mates. Behavioral control
mechanisms that can flexibly adapt to changes in the subjective

value of these rewards are operationally defined as “goal-directed
behaviors” (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998; O’Doherty et al.,
2017). Previous work indicates that the orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) is a key neural substrate for supporting goal-directed be-
havior. Neural signals in this region reflect predictive reward in-
formation (Schoenbaum et al., 1998; Tremblay and Schultz,
1999; O’Doherty et al., 2002), and these anticipatory responses
are modulated according to changes in value without the need for
additional stimulus– outcome learning (Gottfried et al., 2003;
Valentin et al., 2007; Gremel and Costa, 2013). Moreover, ani-
mals with lesions to the OFC continue to respond to cues
predicting devalued outcomes (Gallagher et al., 1999; Rhodes
and Murray, 2013; Rudebeck et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2015),
further demonstrating that this region is critical for goal-
directed behavior.

A fundamental feature of any goal-directed system is that rep-
resentations of goals themselves must be specific (Cardinal et al.,
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Significance Statement

The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is critical for goal-directed behavior. A recent proposal is that OFC fulfills this function by repre-
senting a variety of state and task variables (“cognitive maps”), including a conjunction of expected reward identity and value.
Here we tested how identity-specific representations of food odor reward are updated by satiety. We found that fMRI pattern-
based signatures of reward identity in lateral posterior OFC were modulated after selective devaluation, and that connectivity
between this region and general value coding ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) predicted choice behavior. These results
provide evidence for a mechanism by which devaluation modulates a cognitive map of expected reward in OFC and thereby alters
general value signals in vmPFC to guide goal-directed behavior.
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2002; Rudebeck and Murray, 2014). This specificity ensures that,
for example, a decrease in the value of food after a meal does not
affect the value of shelter or mates. Recent work in animals
(Burke et al., 2008; McDannald et al., 2014; Stalnaker et al., 2014)
and humans (Sescousse et al., 2010; Klein-Flügge et al., 2013;
Howard et al., 2015; Boorman et al., 2016) has linked the OFC to
the processing of such identity-specific reward signals (Rudebeck
and Murray, 2014). These findings raise the possibility that
identity-specific goal representations in OFC are altered to reflect
changes in the value of a goal. However, whether and how
identity-specific alterations are implemented within the OFC and
the broader reward network is not known.

In principle, specific updates could be implemented either
directly by changing reward identity representations in OFC or
by changing the assignment of value to these rewards, either
within the OFC or in downstream regions such as ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). In contrast to OFC, activity in the
vmPFC reflects decision values regardless of reward identity
(Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et al., 2009; Lebreton et al., 2009;
Levy and Glimcher, 2011; McNamee et al., 2013; Howard et al.,
2015). Moreover, whereas identity-specific OFC signals are linked
to reward expectations before a decision (Burke et al., 2008; Stal-
naker et al., 2014; Howard et al., 2015; Rich and Wallis, 2016),
identity-general signals are typically observed at the time of
choice (Daw et al., 2006; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006;
Hampton and O’Doherty, 2007; Plassmann et al., 2007; Kenner-
ley et al., 2011; McNamee et al., 2013; Strait et al., 2014). Based on
these findings, we hypothesized that identity-specific signals are
directly updated in OFC and that they provide critical input to
representations of decision values in vmPFC.

To test this hypothesis, we implemented a value-based choice
task in conjunction with fMRI and a selective devaluation para-
digm, using food odors as appetitive unconditioned stimuli (US).
During fMRI scanning, participants made choices among visual
conditioned stimuli (CS) to receive either low-intensity (low-
value) or high-intensity (high-value) versions of two distinct
food odors. Scanning was conducted first while participants were
hungry and then immediately after they had eaten a meal related
to one of the two odors to satiety. Pattern-based fMRI analyses
revealed that in the lateral posterior OFC (pOFC), satiety modu-
lated anticipatory reward identity representations for the sated
(SA) odor, whereas fMRI patterns related to the nonsated (NS)
food remained intact. Moreover, satiety-related changes in func-
tional connectivity between lateral pOFC and general value cod-
ing vmPFC predicted individual differences in how satiety altered
choice behavior. Together, our results suggest a mechanism by
which specific reward signals in lateral OFC are flexibly and in-
dependently updated by devaluation, and how functional con-
nections with vmPFC support goal-directed behavior.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Nineteen healthy human participants with no history of psychiatric ill-
ness (seven male; age, 20 –34; mean � SD, 25.0 � 3.45 years) gave in-
formed written consent to participate in this study. The study protocol
was approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review
Board. One participant was excluded from analysis because of excessive
head motion (�4 mm), and one was excluded because of a high number
of missed responses (�15%), resulting in data from 17 total subjects
presented here.

Odor stimuli and presentation
Eight food odors, including four sweet (strawberry, caramel, cupcake,
gingerbread) and four savory ( potato chips, pot roast, sautéed onions,

garlic), were provided by International Flavors and Fragrances. For all
experimental tasks, odors were delivered directly to participants’ noses
using a custom-built computer-controlled olfactometer capable of redi-
recting medical-grade air with precise timing at a constant flow rate of 3.6
L/min through the headspace of amber bottles containing liquid solu-
tions of the food odors. The olfactometer was equipped with two inde-
pendent mass flow controllers (Alicat), allowing for dilution of any given
odorant with odorless air.

Experimental design
The experiment consisted of 3 separate days of testing. On all 3 days,
participants were instructed to arrive in a hungry state, having fasted for
at least 6 h before testing. All behavioral ratings were made on visual
analog scales using a scroll wheel and mouse button press. Pleasantness
rating anchors were “most liked sensation imaginable” (10) and “most
disliked sensation imaginable” (�10). Intensity rating anchors were
“strongest imaginable” and “undetectable.” Identity rating anchors cor-
responded to two-letter abbreviations of the two food odor rewards (e.g.,
SB for strawberry and PC for potato chip). Subjects were compensated
with $20 per hour of behavioral testing and $40 per hour of fMRI
scanning.

Day 1: stimulus selection. Participants first provided pleasantness rat-
ings of the eight food odors. Based on these ratings, one sweet odor and
one savory odor were chosen such that they were matched as closely as
possible in pleasantness. Next, we acquired pleasantness ratings for the
two selected odors across a range of odor concentrations, diluted to
varying degrees with odorless air. Based on these ratings, we selected two
intensity levels for each odor, such that the two low-intensity odors had
the same pleasantness and the two high-intensity odors had the same
pleasantness. Participants then provided independent pleasantness and
intensity ratings on these four odors to verify the relationship between
intensity and pleasantness (i.e., value).

Day 2: classical conditioning and test trials. After a brief reminder of the
selected odors, participants completed a training session consisting of
alternating blocks of classical conditioning and probe test trials in which
they learned associations between visual symbols (CS) and the food
odors (US). Two unique symbols were randomly designated to be paired
with each of the four odors. On each trial of the conditioning task, the CS
was first presented on the screen above a white crosshair for 2.5 s. The
crosshair then changed from white to blue for 2 s, indicating that an odor
was present and cuing the participant to make a sniff. The odor presen-
tation was immediately followed by an odor pleasantness rating and an
odor identity rating (order randomized) and a 5– 8 s interstimulus inter-
val. Conditioning proceeded first in a series of “blocked” trials, in which
a given CS/US pair was repeated for five consecutive trials (2 symbols per
odor � 4 odors � 5 repeats � 40 blocked trials). This was followed by 16
randomly sequenced conditioning trials, in which each CS/US pair was
presented twice. We then assessed the strength of the CS/US association
with 16 “test” trials, in which participants first saw a symbol and then
were asked to which odor and which intensity it corresponded. If perfor-
mance was �90% on the test trials, participants received an additional 16
conditioning trials, followed by another series of test trials. Conditioning
proceeded in this way until �90% was achieved in a test session, up to a
maximum of four cycles.

Day 3: choice task and fMRI scanning. Before fMRI scanning, one of the
two selected odors was randomly designated as the SA odor and the other
odor was designated as NS odor. The SA odor was associated with the
meal eaten by participants between the presatiety and postsatiety fMRI
scanning sessions. Each scanning session consisted of five fMRI runs, and
each run consisted of 24 randomly sequenced choice trials. Each choice
trial started with an “offer” phase, which consisted of two CSs simulta-
neously presented on the screen on either side of a white crosshair for 4 s
(left/right position randomized). The crosshair then turned green, indi-
cating the onset of the “choice” phase in which participants were free to
choose, via mouse click, either of the two CSs. After the 3 s choice phase,
the center crosshair turned blue, cuing the participant to sniff the odor
US paired with the chosen CS. After this 2 s “outcome” phase, partici-
pants rated either the pleasantness or identity of the odor (rating type
randomized), followed by a 0 – 4 s interstimulus interval. Two-thirds of
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the choice trials were “high versus low” (HL), such that one of the CSs
predicted a high-intensity US and the other predicted a low-intensity US
of the same identity. The remaining one-third of the trials were “low
versus low” (LL), such that both CSs predicted the same low-intensity
US.

Immediately before each fMRI scanning session, participants pro-
vided additional pleasantness ratings for the four odor USs. After the
presatiety session, participants were removed from the scanner and taken
to a separate testing room where they first provided ratings of hunger,
desire to eat, fullness, and satiety on visual analog scales. They were then
presented with a meal consisting of an abundant amount of one food
item corresponding as closely as possible to the SA odor (e.g., a large bowl
of potato chips if the potato chip odor was designated as SA), as well as
water to drink as needed. Participants were instructed to eat as much as
they wanted, that there was more food than what was presented if they
wanted more, and to consider this as a meal rather than a snack. They
were then left alone and instructed to notify the experimenters when
they were done eating. After the meal, participants again provided ratings
of hunger, desire to eat, fullness, and satiety. They were then given an
opportunity to use the restroom if needed and were escorted back to the
scanner for the postsatiety session, which was identical to the presatiety
session except for independent randomization of trial sequences. This
experimental paradigm is similar to that used in a prior study of reward
devaluation (Gottfried et al., 2003), except that we used an instrumental
choice task instead of a pavlovian task and we focus on anticipatory
activity in advance of the receipt of an expected odor reward.

fMRI data acquisition
MRI data were acquired on the Siemens 3T PRISMA system equipped
with a 64-channel head–neck coil. Echoplanar imaging (EPI) volumes
were acquired with the following parameters: repetition time, 2 s; echo
time, 20 ms; flip angle, 90°; slice thickness, 2 mm, no gap; number of
slices, 35; interleaved slice acquisition order; matrix size, 110 � 110
voxels; field of view, 220 � 220 mm. The functional scanning window
was tilted �30° from axial to minimize susceptibility artifacts in OFC.
Each fMRI run lasted 6.4 min and consisted of 192 EPI volumes covering
the ventral part of the PFC, the anterior temporal lobe, and the basal
ganglia. To aid in normalization of the functional scans, we also acquired
10 EPI volumes for each participant covering the entire brain, with the
same parameters as described above except 95 slices and a repetition time
of 5.25 s. A 1 mm isotropic T1-weighted structural scan was also acquired
at the end of the postsatiety scanning session for each participant.

Sniff recording and analysis
During scanning, breathing activity was monitored using a respiratory
effort band (BIOPAC Systems) affixed around the participant’s torso and
recorded using PowerLab equipment (ADInstruments) at a sampling
rate of 1 kHz. Breathing traces for each fMRI run were temporally
smoothed using a moving window spanning 500 ms, high-pass filtered
(cutoff, 50 s) to remove slow-frequency drifts, and normalized by sub-
tracting the mean and dividing by the SD across the entire run trace. The
onset of inhalation initiated by the choice task sniff cue (center crosshair
turning blue) on each choice trial was determined by finding the time of
the minimum signal value within a window spanning 1 s on either side
of the sniff cue presentation. We then calculated trial-by-trial sniff am-
plitude and volume, which were used as nuisance regressors in statistical
modeling of the fMRI data (see below).

fMRI data preprocessing
To correct for head motion during scanning, for each subject all func-
tional images across presatiety and postsatiety scanning sessions were
aligned to the first acquired image using SPM12 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/, RRID: SCR_007037). The 10 whole-brain EPIs were motion cor-
rected, averaged, and coregistered to the T1 structural image. The func-
tional EPI time series was, using the mean EPI, coregistered to the mean
whole-brain EPI. Spatial normalization was performed by normalizing
the T1-weighted structural image to the MNI (Montreal Neurological
Institute) EPI template volume. For multivariate analyses, the resulting
deformation fields were applied to brain maps of decoder classification
accuracy. For the functional connectivity analysis, the deformation fields

were applied to the functional EPI volumes. In both cases, the resulting
normalized volumes were spatially smoothed with a 6 � 6 � 6 mm
full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel before group-level statistical
testing.

Multivoxel pattern analysis for reward identity coding
As with our previous studies (Kahnt et al., 2010, 2014; Howard et al.,
2015, 2016), we implemented a searchlight-based decoding approach
combined with a linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) to test for
information in fMRI activity patterns without potential biases attribut-
able to voxel selection. We first specified separate general linear models
(GLMs) using the realigned functional images from each fMRI run. The
GLMs included six event-related regressors of interest specifying the on-
set of the choice offers for the following conditions: (1) SAHL set I;
(2) SAHL set II; (3) SALL; (4) NSHL set I; (5) NSHL set II; (6) NSLL. We also
included event-related regressors locked to the time of choice, the onset
of odor presentation, and the onset of the rating. Nuisance regressors
included the following: trial-by-trial calculations of sniff amplitude and
sniff duration, the six motion parameters calculated during realignment,
the derivatives of each motion parameter, one regressor for the absolute
signal difference between even and odd slices (to account for signal
caused by within-scan motion), and the derivative of this signal. Addi-
tional regressors were included as needed to model individual volumes
that exhibited strong head motion.

Spatial patterns of parameter estimates corresponding to the offer
onset conditions were then subjected to SVM classification using the
LIBSVM implementation (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/,
RRID: SCR_010243). To test for brain regions that coded for the specific
identity of expected odor rewards while controlling for differences in CS
visual features, at each searchlight (sphere with radius of �4 voxels) we
trained the classifier to discriminate SAHL and NSHL set I patterns from
four of the five runs and tested it on SAHL and NSHL set II patterns from
the left out run. This procedure was repeated using set II as the training
and set I as the test, and with each run in turn left out. The average
classification accuracy resulting from this procedure was then mapped
back to the center voxel of the searchlight sphere. Searchlight spheres
consisted only of gray matter voxels specified by inclusively masking
functional volumes with the tissue probability map provided by SPM,
thresholded at 0.2 and inverse normalized to subject-specific native
space. The classification described above was first conducted in the pre-
satiety data set to identify regions that encoded the identity of the ex-
pected food rewards (see Fig. 4A). Within these regions, we then tested
whether the same classification analysis conducted in the postsatiety data
set would produce above-chance classification.

To test whether codes of SA or NS identity were specifically modulated
after satiety, we implemented a cross-session classification analysis (see
Fig. 4D). For this, the classifier was trained on SAHL and NSHL set I
patterns from the presatiety data and tested on set II patterns in two ways:
(1) presatiety SAHL and postsatiety NSHL and (2) postsatiety SAHL and
presatiety NSHL. Classification accuracy can only be above chance in
either case if the activity patterns encoding the identity of SA or NS
rewards in the presatiety session remain similar in the postsatiety session.
Accuracies for these analyses were averaged across voxels in the regions
identified in the original identity-based decoding analysis and compared
between postsatiety SAHL and postsatiety NSHL.

Multivoxel pattern analysis for general value coding
To test for regions that coded the general value of the expected rewards at
the offer phase of choice trials, we used the same run-wise GLMs de-
scribed above. In this case, however, we trained the classifier to discrim-
inate between parameter estimates of SAHL (averaged across set I and
set II) and SALL from four of the five fMRI runs and tested on NSHL

and NSLL from the left out run (see Fig. 5A). We then trained on NSHL

and NSLL from four of the five fMRI runs and tested on SAHL and
SALL from the left out run, such that each identity was used as training
and test in each run-based iteration. With this design, classification ac-
curacy can only be above chance if activity patterns coding for informa-
tion about the value of an offer generalize across reward identities. To test
for regions encoding general reward value at the time a choice was made,
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we specified a new set of run-wise GLMs that
was identical to the ones described previously
except the six condition-specific regressors of
interest were time-locked to the onset of choice
and a single regressor was time-locked to all
offer onsets. As with the identity-based decod-
ing analysis, we first tested for regions encod-
ing general reward value in presatiety data only
and in significant regions tested whether the
same decoding was above chance in the postsa-
tiety session.

We also conducted a cross-session general
value decoding analysis to test whether either
the SA or NS condition exhibited specific mod-
ulation in general value information from pre-
satiety to postsatiety. To test for changes in
general value in the NS condition, we trained
the classifier on SAHL versus SALL in presatiety
and tested it on NSHL versus NSLL conditions
in postsatiety. Conversely, to test for satiety-
related changes in general value in the SA con-
dition, we trained the classifier on NSHL versus
NSLL in presatiety and tested it on SAHL versus
SALL conditions in postsatiety. Above-chance
classification in this cross-session analysis
would indicate that activity patterns coding
general reward value were similar in both scan-
ning sessions.

Psychophysiological interaction analysis
We conducted a psychophysiological interac-
tion (PPI) analysis using the gPPI toolbox
(McLaren et al., 2012) to test for sensory-
specific satiety-related connectivity changes
between general value coding vmPFC and re-
ward identity coding pOFC regions. For each subject, we estimated a PPI
model on normalized and smoothed functional EPIs. Activity in the
vmPFC seed (identified in the general value analysis) was included as the
physiological factor, and odor type (SA vs NS) and session ( presatiety vs
postsatiety) were included as the psychological factors. Psychophysiolog-
ical regressors were included for SAHL and NSHL trials at the time of
choice for presatiety and postsatiety sessions. The subject-wise models
also included regressors for the onset of all offers, all odor presentations,
and all ratings. Using the parameter estimates from the psychophysio-
logical regressors, contrasts were calculated for each condition, scanning
session, and subject and averaged across voxels within the medial and
lateral pOFC.

Group-level statistical analysis
To test for brain regions encoding reward identity and general reward
value, we performed group-level one-sample t tests on normalized and
smoothed decoder accuracy maps. For the identity-based analyses, these
group-level models included a regressor for subject-by-subject calcula-
tions of the difference in rated pleasantness between high-intensity SA
and high-intensity NS. This was done to ensure that decoding accuracy
was driven by information about reward identity independent of poten-
tial value differences between the two odors. Similarly, the general value
group-level models included a regressor for the difference in pleasantness
between high- and low-intensity SA and high- and low-intensity NS to
ensure that observed value coding was independent of relative value
differences between high and low intensity between the two conditions.
Significance at the group level was set at p � 0.05, small-volume cor-
rected for multiple comparisons [family-wise error rate (FWE)] at the
voxel level using corresponding anatomical regions defined in the Neu-
romorphometrics brain atlas (included in SPM12) as follows: medial
pOFC (regions 146 and 186), lateral pOFC (region 178), left ventral
striatum (regions 37, 30, and 58), right ventral striatum (regions 23, 36,
and 57), and vmPFC (regions 124, 125, 140, and 141). For display pur-
poses, activations are shown at p � 0.005, uncorrected. To test for inter-
actions between experimental conditions and testing sessions ( presatiety

and postsatiety), we used repeated-measures ANOVAs, two-tailed. For di-
rected and undirected tests between conditions, we used paired t tests, one-
tailed and two-tailed, respectively. All fMRI decoding results reported here
were initially tested against the theoretical chance level of 50%. To ensure
that significant above-chance accuracies represent true effects, we also de-
rived an empirical chance level by conducting post hoc decoding analyses
with randomly permuted (n � 1000) labels in the training data. All decoding
accuracies reported here are also significant when tested against empirical
chance.

Results
For each participant (n � 17), from an initial panel of eight
possible food odors we selected one sweet and one savory odor
such that they were matched in rated pleasantness (Fig. 1A). We
then set a low-intensity and high-intensity version of these odors,
establishing a two-factorial design with identity and intensity as
factors (Fig. 1B). Independent pleasantness ratings confirmed a
main effect of intensity (repeated-measures ANOVA: F(1,16) �
43.4, p � 6.24 � 10�6) and no difference between either the two
high-intensity (paired t test: t(16) � 0.83, p � 0.41) or the two
low-intensity (t(16) � 0.53, p � 0.60) odors (repeated-measures
ANOVA, intensity-by-identity interaction: F(1,16) � 0.0056, p �
0.94; Fig. 1C). Participants then learned associations between two
sets of visual CSs and the selected food odors (USs; Fig. 1D).

On the subsequent day, participants performed a choice task
during fMRI scanning involving the previously learned CS/US
pairs, first when hungry and then immediately after eating a meal
corresponding to one of the two food odors (Fig. 2A,B, counter-
balanced across subjects, D). Choice trials involved either a value
difference between the two options (HL) or the two options were
paired with the same low-value odor (LL). Importantly, all
choices were within-identity, allowing us to observe behavioral
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Figure 1. Stimulus selection and classical conditioning. A, The initial set of eight food odors included four sweet and four savory
odors. B, A high-intensity and a low-intensity version of each selected odor was established, comprising a two-factorial design
with odor identity (purple, sweet; blue, savory) and intensity (dark, high; light, low) as factors. C, Follow-up ratings confirmed that
higher-intensity odors were matched in pleasantness (value) and were significantly more pleasant than their low-intensity coun-
terparts (*post hoc paired t tests, sweet high vs sweet low: t(16) � 4.84, p � 8.97 � 10 �5; savory high vs savory low: t(16) � 5.26,
p � 3.86 � 10 �5). Error bars depict mean and SEM for n � 17. D, To control for potential confounds attributable to visual
stimulus features, each of the four odors was paired with two unique visual symbols (designated set I and set II) in a classical
conditioning session. Symbol– odor pairings were randomly assigned for each participant.
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and fMRI activity changes specifically related to the sated (SAHL,
SALL) and the nonsated (NSHL, NSLL) choice trials (Fig. 2C).

Selective feeding differentially alters choice behavior
Ratings confirmed that participants were hungry and had a
strong desire to eat before the meal and felt full and sated after the
meal (Fig. 3A). Pleasantness ratings of the SA and NS odors re-
vealed clear evidence for sensory-specific satiety (repeated-measures
ANOVA, session-by-odor identity interaction: F(1,16) � 36.3, p �
1.75 � 10�5; Fig. 3B). Post hoc paired t tests demonstrated a
reduction in pleasantness after the meal for both the high-intensity
(t(16) � 5.92, p � 1.08 � 10�5) and low-intensity (t(16) � 2.22, p �
0.021) versions of the SA odor, whereas there was no change for
the NS odor (high and low intensity, p values �0.56). Impor-
tantly, there was a session-by-identity-by-intensity interaction
(repeated-measures ANOVA: F(1,16) � 6.21, p � 0.024), indicating
that the high-intensity SA odor decreased in pleasantness more
than the low-intensity SA odor.

Analysis of choice behavior during SAHL and NSHL trials re-
vealed that high-intensity odors were preferred throughout the
presatiety session (p values �0.001, run-wise t tests on SAHL and
NSHL vs 50% chance; p values �0.38, run-wise t tests on SAHL vs
NSHL; Fig. 3C). Across sessions, high-intensity choices for SAHL

were significantly reduced compared with the NSHL condition
(repeated-measures ANOVA, session-by-condition interaction:
F(1,16) � 21.8, p � 2.59 � 10�4; p values �0.01, postsatiety run-
wise t tests of NSHL vs SAHL; Fig. 3C,D). This effect was evident in
the very first choice after satiety (paired t test: t(16) � 2.70, p �
0.008, NSHL vs SAHL proportion high-intensity choice on first
postsatiety trial; Fig. 3C, asterisks), indicating model-based up-
dating of value (Gläscher et al., 2010; Daw et al., 2011; Jones et al.,
2012), rather than additional learning in the postsatiety session.
Notably, participants continued to choose the high-intensity op-
tion for the NSHL condition after the meal (p values �0.001,
postsatiety run-wise t tests on NS vs chance), demonstrating that

the NS odor maintained its value even in the context of general
changes in hunger and desire to eat.

We also tested for effects of selective devaluation on sniff be-
havior, which was recorded throughout the fMRI scanning ses-
sions. By analyzing sniff traces that were time-locked to cued sniff
onsets (Fig. 3E), we found a main effect of condition on both sniff
peak amplitude (F(1,16) � 6.18, p � 0.024) and sniff volume
(F(1,16) � 7.29, p � 0.016). Although there was no condition-by-
session interaction in either of these measures that mirrored the
sensory-specific changes in pleasantness rating or choice behav-
ior (p values �0.22), we included trial-by-trial measures of sniff
amplitude and volume as nuisance regressors in our run-wise
GLMs to avoid potential confounds attributable to differences in
odor sampling (see Materials and Methods). There was also a
main effect of session on choice reaction times (F(1,16) � 9.27, p �
0.0077; Fig. 3F); however, given a lack of condition-by-session
interaction (p � 0.51), this effect is unlikely to reflect specific
changes in odor reward value.

Identity representations of devalued rewards are altered in
lateral pOFC after satiety
We hypothesized that satiety-related changes in odor value are
mirrored in specific reward representations in the OFC. To test
this, we implemented a pattern-based fMRI analysis using linear
SVM classification and a searchlight approach (Kriegeskorte et
al., 2006; Kahnt et al., 2010).

In a first step, we focused on the presatiety data and decoded
the identity of the expected odors at the offer onset. To decode
predicted reward identity independent of visual symbol identity,
we trained a classifier on fMRI activity patterns corresponding to
HL choice trials with different odor identities in one stimulus set
(e.g., SAHL vs NSHL set I presatiety) and tested the classifier on
activity patterns from HL choice trials in the second stimulus set
(e.g., SAHL vs NSHL set II presatiety; see Materials and Methods;
Fig. 4A). This classifier revealed significant above-chance accu-
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racy for reward identity in a medial (x, y, z, coordinates: 10, 16,
�20; t(16) � 4.75, pFWE � 0.016) and lateral (22, 14, �24; t(16) �
3.93, pFWE � 0.026) aspect of the pOFC.

Next, we tested whether reward identity representations in
these regions were modulated after the meal by contrasting
identity-based classification in presatiety and postsatiety data
(Fig. 4B). In both regions, reward identity information was sig-
nificantly reduced after the meal (paired t tests; medial pOFC:
t(16) � 3.59, p � 0.0012; lateral pOFC: t(16) � 1.83, p � 0.043; Fig.
4C). However, although this analysis shows that reward identity
information was modulated by satiety, it does not indicate in
which representations (SA or NS) these changes occurred.

To specifically test which reward identity representations were
altered (or not) by satiety, we conducted two cross-session clas-
sification analyses: one for SA and one for NS. These decoding

models were trained on activity patterns from the presatiety data
in one stimulus set (e.g., SAHL vs NSHL set I presatiety) and tested,
separately for SA and NS trials, on activity patterns from the
postsatiety data of the second stimulus set (e.g., NSHL set II
postsatiety; Fig. 4D). In the lateral pOFC, classification was sig-
nificantly above chance for the NSHL condition (t(16) � 2.62, p �
0.009) and significantly greater than the SAHL condition (t(16) �
2.85, p � 0.006), suggesting that activity patterns for the identity
of only the SA reward were specifically altered in this region (Fig.
4E). By contrast, in medial pOFC, activity patterns for the ex-
pected reward identity of both SA and NS odors were modulated
after the meal (paired t tests, medial pOFC: SA, t(16) � 0.28, p �
0.39; NS, t(16) � 0.56, p � 0.29; Fig. 4E) and did not differ be-
tween SA and NS (t(16) � �0.32, p � 0.75). The difference
between NS and SA cross-session decoding was significantly
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eat” and “no desire to eat”: pre vs post, t(16) � 11.7, p � 1.43 � 10 �9), fullness (anchors “extremely full” and “not at all full”: post vs pre, t(16) � 16.4, p � 9.79 � 10 �12), and satiety (anchors
“extremely sated” and “not at all sated”: post vs pre, t(16) �13.3, p�2.39�10 �10) were made on a visual analog scale (range, 0 –10) immediately before and after the meal. B, Odor pleasantness
ratings (anchors �10 � most disliked sensation imaginable, 10 � most liked sensation imaginable) were acquired at the beginning of each scanning session. C, D, Proportion of trials in which the
high intensity was chosen for high versus low trials in each fMRI run (C) and averaged across runs for each scanning session (D). E, Trial-by-trial sniff traces, time-locked to the onset of the cued sniff,
were sorted by condition and session and averaged across trials and subjects. Measures of sniff amplitude and volume were included as nuisance regressors in run-wise GLMs. F, Choice reaction times
were reduced after satiety for both the sated (t(16) � 2.85, p � 0.012) and nonsated (t(16) � 2.37, p � 0.031) odor. Error bars depict mean and SEM for n � 17. *p � 0.05, post hoc t tests.
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greater in lateral pOFC compared with the anatomically adjacent
medial pOFC (paired t test: t(16) � 1.78, p � 0.047), suggesting
that specific reward representations in these two regions undergo
different devaluation-related changes.

Olfactory cortex encodes expected odor identity
across sessions
Prior studies of sensory olfactory and odor expectation process-
ing indicate that odor identity is represented in distributed pat-
terns of activity in piriform cortex (PC) (Howard et al., 2009;
Stettler and Axel, 2009; Zelano et al., 2011). Although we did not
find robust evidence for expected odor identity coding in PC in
our initial analysis, we conducted a modified version of the de-
coding analysis using an anatomically defined PC region of inter-
est and tested whether expected odor identity in this region was
represented across both sessions. We found that in right PC,
identity-based classification was significantly above chance in
both the presatiety (paired t test, t(16) � 2.10, p � 0.026) and
postsatiety (t(16) � 2.18, p � 0.022) sessions and did not change
across the two (t(16) � 1.22, p � 0.24). This suggests that, whereas

representations in pOFC underwent satiety-related changes,
those in PC supported stable codes of expected odor identity.

vmPFC encodes general reward value
To test for reward representations that generalize across odor
outcome identities, we implemented a separate classification
analysis using both the HL and LL choice trials (Fig. 5A). By
training on a value-based contrast within one odor identity (e.g.,
NSHL vs NSLL) and testing on a value-based contrast in the other
odor identity (e.g., SAHL vs SALL), this analysis targeted brain
regions in which value-based activity patterns are similar for both
expected odor identities (Howard et al., 2015). In the presatiety
data, we found representations of general reward value at the
time of the offer in the bilateral ventral striatum (VS; left VS: �20,
14, �8, t(16) � 8.37, pFWE � 1.34 � 10�4; right VS: 16, 18, �10,
t(16) � 9.42, pFWE � 7.48 � 10�5, Fig. 5A). In line with previous
studies (Daw et al., 2006; Plassmann et al., 2007; McNamee et al.,
2013), we found general value coding at the time of choice in
vmPFC (0, 46, �20, t(16) � 5.11, pFWE � 0.016). Note that differ-
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ences between HL and LL trials may reflect state value signals at
the time of the offer and decision values at the time of choice.

By comparing general value coding between presatiety and
postsatiety (Fig. 5B), we found that in both the VS and the
vmPFC, classification accuracy was reduced after satiety (paired t
tests; VS: t(16) � 4.64, p � 1.36 � 10�4; vmPFC: t(16) � 2.60, p �
0.0096; Fig. 5C). Testing for general value patterns in the postsa-
tiety data, separately for SA and NS, a cross-session analysis (Fig.
5D) revealed that in both VS and vmPFC, classification was sig-
nificantly above chance for the NS (VS: t(16) � 1.92, p � 0.036;
vmPFC: t(16) � 1.90, p � 0.038; Fig. 5E) but not for the SA
condition (VS: t(16) � 1.45, p � 0.083; vmPFC: t(16) � 0.96, p �
0.18). However, cross-session accuracy for NS was not signifi-
cantly greater than for SA in either region (VS: t(16) � �0.11, p �
0.46; vmPFC: t(16) � 0.32, p � 0.38), suggesting that general
motivational changes induced by satiety may have blunted gen-
eral value information in these regions.

Connectivity between lateral pOFC and vmPFC predicts
choice behavior
We next tested whether specific reward signals in the lateral
pOFC are related to general value signals in the vmPFC by means
of functional connections between these two regions. We also
tested whether satiety-related changes in choice behavior de-
pended on this functional connection. We predicted that selec-
tively altered reward identity signals in lateral pOFC may be
accompanied by a change in functional coupling with vmPFC,
reflecting a change in the value of sated rewards. To this end, we
implemented a PPI analysis, with vmPFC as the seed region and
odor identity and session as psychological variables (see Materials
and Methods; Fig. 6A). Indeed, we found a significant session-by-
identity interaction on connectivity between vmPFC and lateral
pOFC (repeated-measures ANOVA, F(1,16) � 11.37, p � 0.0039;
Fig. 6B) that was driven by significantly lower connectivity for SA
compared with NS in the postsatiety data (post hoc paired t test:
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t(16) � 3.58, p � 0.0012) and no significant difference between NS
and SA in the presatiety data (t(16) � 0.92, p � 0.37). Most im-
portantly, across subjects, the magnitude of this differential con-
nectivity modulation was predictive of the satiety-related change
in choice behavior (Pearson correlation, r � 0.57, p � 0.017; Fig.
6C). In contrast, there was no corresponding change in connec-
tivity between vmPFC and medial pOFC (session-by-identity in-
teraction, F(1,16) � 0.0034, p � 0.95; Fig. 6D), and connectivity
was not correlated with changes in choice behavior (Pearson cor-
relation, r � 0.042, p � 0.87; Fig. 6E). These findings suggest that
functional coupling between lateral pOFC and vmPFC reflects
the value of an expected outcome, with direct relevance for goal-
directed behavior.

Discussion
Goal-directed behavior requires predictive neural representa-
tions of specific rewards that can be independently modulated to
reflect changes in value. Such signals have been identified in the
OFC across species (Burke et al., 2008; Sescousse et al., 2010;
Klein-Flügge et al., 2013; McDannald et al., 2014; Stalnaker et al.,
2014; Howard et al., 2015; Boorman et al., 2016). Importantly,
updating of these representations must occur on the fly, and thus
without the need for additional stimulus– outcome learning
(Dickinson and Balleine, 1994). Here we used a devaluation par-
adigm to induce a reduction in the value of one of two distinct
food odors. Using multivariate pattern analysis techniques, we
show that in a hungry state the identity of these odor rewards is
encoded in medial and lateral aspects of the pOFC. After selective
satiety, both sated and nonsated reward representations were mod-
ulated in medial pOFC, whereas in lateral pOFC the identity-specific
representation of only the sated odor was altered.

Prior studies using devaluation tasks across a variety of model
species have identified OFC as a key substrate for mediating goal-
directed behavior (Rolls et al., 1989; Gallagher et al., 1999;
O’Doherty et al., 2000; Gottfried et al., 2003; Pickens et al., 2003;

Valentin et al., 2007; Gremel and Costa, 2013; Rhodes and Mur-
ray, 2013; Murray et al., 2015). However, whether satiety-related
modulations in the OFC are indicative of changes in general re-
ward value, or whether they are tied to the unique sensory prop-
erties of the outcome, remained unknown. Here we show that
devaluation modulates identity-specific representations of sated
food odors in the lateral pOFC. It is important to point out that
these findings do not merely reflect changes in neural value
codes but in how prospective outcome identity is encoded after
devaluation.

At the level of neuronal ensembles, reward identity represen-
tations could reflect the firing of cell populations coding for the
specific identity of the expected outcome. Such responses have
previously been identified in single units in both rodent (Stal-
naker et al., 2014) and monkey (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad,
2006) OFC. Our results indicate that satiety selectively alters out-
come identity representations. Interestingly, a follow-up univar-
iate analysis of fMRI activity evoked by SA and NS offers in
medial and lateral pOFC revealed no evidence for mean signal
changes or interactions in either region (p values �0.23). Thus
satiety-related alterations for SA outcomes could reflect a re-
duced number of cells coding for the devalued outcome, a nar-
rowed coding range in these neurons, or less consistent firing
across trials. Although our results cannot distinguish between
these possibilities, they indicate that devaluation acts directly on
OFC representations of specific goals and not merely on value
signals associated with them.

It is important to note that we did not explicitly control for
potential differences in which stimulus was attended in the offer
phase. Thus, it is possible that whereas participants attended to
CS predicting NSH presatiety and postsatiety, they may have at-
tended to CS predicting SAH presatiety, but attended to CS pre-
dicting SAL postsatiety. In principle, such a change in attention
specific to stimuli in the SA condition could explain the differen-
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tial cross-session decoding results in Figure 4, D and E. However,
based on the results presented in Figure 4, B and C, we believe that
this interpretation is not very likely. Specifically, if participants
were selectively attending to (and reliably representing) SAL dur-
ing the postsatiety session, cross-session decoding for SA would
indeed decrease, but we would still expect to see significant iden-
tity decoding when training and testing a classifier within the
postsatiety phase. We did not observe significant identity decod-
ing in the postsatiety session (Fig. 4B,C), suggesting that poten-
tial changes in attention are unlikely to account for the observed
changes in how outcome identity was represented after satiety
(Fig. 4D,E).

In contrast to identity-specific signals in pOFC, we found that
vmPFC represents different rewards using a general reward value
code. This is in line with human imaging studies showing value
processing in vmPFC (Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et al., 2009;
Lebreton et al., 2009; Levy and Glimcher, 2011; McNamee et al.,
2013; Howard et al., 2015), as well as studies showing that lesions
to the vmPFC and adjacent OFC impair value-based choices
(Bechara et al., 2000; Izquierdo et al., 2004; Fellows and Farah,
2007; Camille et al., 2011). However, to our knowledge no hu-
man or animal study has tested the effects of vmPFC lesions on
behavior in a devaluation task, and it is therefore unclear
whether vmPFC is necessary for goal-directed behavior.

A fundamental question is how representations of specific
rewards are linked with general reward signals in vmPFC to con-
trol goal-directed behavior. Here we show that functional con-
nectivity between the lateral pOFC and vmPFC was specifically
modulated by satiety, indicating that the strength of coupling
between these regions reflects the value of the expected outcome.
Supporting this notion, functional connectivity between these
regions was predictive of satiety-related changes in choice behav-
ior. These findings are in line with the idea that lateral OFC is
associated with specific reward information, whereas vmPFC and
anterior cingulate implement value comparisons to guide choice
behavior (Rushworth et al., 2012).

Our findings support a recent proposal that OFC represents a
cognitive map for reinforcement learning (Wilson et al., 2014;
Schuck et al., 2016). According to this framework, value is not nec-
essarily a component of OFC representations but is assigned to the
represented states via connections to other brain areas. Our results
extend this idea by suggesting that connectivity to vmPFC is a po-
tential substrate for assigning OFC state representations with value,
and by suggesting that devalued goals may be less coherently repre-
sented in the OFC state space, and therefore evoke weaker value
signals in vmPFC. The implication is that by preferentially signaling
valued states, the OFC plays a fundamentally affirmative role in de-
cision making (Rudebeck and Murray, 2014).

Previous work has suggested that updating of reward associa-
tions involves interactions between OFC and amygdala (Baxter et
al., 2000; Rhodes and Murray, 2013; Zeeb and Winstanley, 2013).
Here we did not find specific changes in outcome representations
in the amygdala, and functional connectivity between the amygdala
and the pOFC was not modulated by sensory-specific satiety. This
may be explained by differences in study design in that our experi-
ment involved instrumental choices rather than pavlovian respond-
ing, which has previously been linked to amygdala activity (Gottfried
et al., 2003; Prévost et al., 2013). However, this may also reflect the
fact that amygdala–OFC interactions are important during the sati-
ety phase of devaluation but not afterward during choices (Wellman
et al., 2005).

We show that identity-specific representations in medial and
lateral pOFC undergo distinct satiety-related changes. Both of

these regions are located in caudal OFC, which has been impli-
cated in food reward identity coding using methods that similarly
control for value such as those used here (Klein-Flügge et al.,
2013). Given the direct input from olfactory and gustatory sen-
sory cortex into caudal OFC, this region is well positioned to
integrate olfactory information into representations of identity-
specific food rewards (Carmichael and Price, 1995; Rolls, 2015).
[Note that reward identity signals in posterior OFC contrast with
identity-specific value signals in anterior OFC (Howard et al.,
2015), as well as with studies showing that anterior OFC tracks
satiety-related changes in reward value (Small et al., 2001; Got-
tfried et al., 2003), raising the possibility that anterior and poste-
rior OFC differentially contribute to goal-directed behavior
(Murray et al., 2015).] However, based on human cytoarchitec-
ture, our medial and lateral pOFC clusters lie in distinct locations
corresponding to regions Fo2 and Fo3, respectively (Henssen et
al., 2016). In terms of anatomical connectivity, primate tracing
studies have identified a “medial” network associated with limbic
and visceromotor functions and an “orbital” network involved in
sensory integration and association (Carmichael and Price,
1996). Given the close homology between primate and human OFC
(Mackey and Petrides, 2010; Wallis, 2011; Neubert et al., 2015), our
medial pOFC cluster likely lies in the medial network, whereas the
lateral pOFC cluster lies at the intersection between the two
networks. Access to both sensory and limbic substrates may
therefore enable lateral pOFC to differentially update specific
reward representations.

In contrast to lateral pOFC, the medial pOFC exhibited a
nonspecific change after satiety. Such uniform changes may be
related to hunger level and could be implemented by dopaminer-
gic signaling. Indeed, fMRI signals in posteromedial pOFC have
been shown to correlate with midbrain activity (Kahnt et al.,
2012) in a dopamine-dependent manner (Kahnt and Tobler,
2017), and midbrain-derived dopamine levels are reduced after
feeding in the rodent VS and medial prefrontal cortex (Ahn and
Phillips, 1999; Roitman et al., 2004; de Araujo et al., 2012). Al-
though speculative, this may indicate that nonspecific changes
in medial pOFC depend on satiety-induced changes in dopa-
mine, which may ultimately result in altered representations
for both food odors. This nonspecific, homeostatic system
could operate in parallel with the goal-directed pathway in
lateral pOFC/vmPFC.

In summary, our results suggest that representations of
specific rewards in medial and lateral pOFC undergo differen-
tial devaluation-related changes. In addition, they provide
novel evidence for a mechanism by which these outcome-
specific substrates are functionally connected to vmPFC to
support adaptive choice behavior.
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